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Abstract

1. Ilackgra14

Tbc paper discusses the reason why submillimctcr
astronomy is important, why it must bc done from
space, and what we can expect to discover from this
field of astronomy. It follows the plans for
submillimctcr missions dcvclopcd in lhropc and the
United States, how they evolved over time, and how’
the two communities came together to urge a joint
mission to explore the submillimctcr. The possible
involvement of the United States in a joint mission is
explored and the advantages to the U. S. scientific
community is examined. The technology required for
such a mission is defined and the current stat& of-theart evaluated. Finally, the irnprovcmcnt to the mission
with U. S. participation is shown.

l’hc submillimctcr region of the electromagnetic
spectrum holds the kcy to some of the most important
aspects of astronomy. These range from star-forming,
molecular clouds and protoplanctary disks in our
galaxy to infrared emitting galaxies at cosmological
distances. Indeed, the essential problems of starformation and galaxy-formation will bc directly
probed by the submillimctcr spectral lines and
continuum radiation emitted by these objects. Figure
1 shows the richness of the cxpcctcd spectrum of a
typical molecular cloud at a tcrnpcratur~ of 30 K.(’)
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Ccntre National d’Etudes Spatialcs,
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DSN
Deep Space Network
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Large Deployable Rcftcctor
LDR
MAU
Million accounting units
PSR
Precision Segmented Reflector
SIRIF
Space lnfrarcd Telcscopc Facility
superconducting-insulatingSIS
superconducting
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Survey
Submillimctcr Intermediate Mission
SMIM
SMM1l
Submillimctcr Explorer
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Figure 1. Dense Interstellar Cloud Spectra
While windows of transmission for submillimctcr
radiation exist at the best Earth sites, they cover only
a small portion of the submillimetcr. Even airborne
observations on the KAO have numerous gaps in the
possible covcragc. Figure 2 shows the transmission in
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Figure 2. Submillimctcr Atmospheric Transmission
the submillimctcr region from a 4250 -n~ctcr
mountaintop site and for the KAO at an altitude of
13 700 meters.(’)
In 1979-80 the Dccadc Committee for
Astrophysics @’ieId Committee) rccommcndcd
submillimctcr space mission with an tclescopc
aperture of 10 to 20 meters and covering the spectral
range from 30 pm to 1 mm. This l.argc Dcp]oyablc
Reflector (I,DR), shown in Figure 3, would perform
both spectral and continuum observations.(2) This
tclcscopc would be assembled in space (possibly on
the Space Station) and bc boosted to a higher
operational orbit. Between 1981 and 1984 a series of
NASA contractor studies were performed on the LDR
concept which found that glass panels were too heavy
and the cost of the mission too high.
In 1984 a technology development program was
defined to develop lightweight panels, and local
oscillators and superconducting-insulatingsuperconducting (S1S) detectors. The goal was to
develop a segmented tclcscopc (required for on-orbit
assembly) with an areal density of ICSS than 10 kg/n12.
The frequency range of the S1S hctcrodync rcccivcrs,
and the local oscillators to support thcm, should bc
cxtcndcd from the current 200 GI Iz range to around
1200 GIIz to obtain the spectral resolution required
for a meaningful spectral survey.
In 1986 a proposal was made under the Explorer
program for a submillimctcr mission with a 4-meter
aperture. (3) This mission, to be launched on the Space
Shuttle, was the first choice of the IR/Radio branch of

l;igure 3. I,arge Deployable Reflector (I,DR)
NASA’s Astrophysics division, The Challenger
accident, however, eliminated the Shuttle as a
possible launch vchiclc for Explorer missions, which
were limited to Delta or smaller launch vchic]cs.
By 1989, the I,DR study was rcdcfincd to look at
a smaller mission that did not require on-orbit
assembly, This resulted in two options: the
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Sr.rbmillimctcr Explorer (SMME) with a 2.5-nwtcr
aperture to fit on rI Dc]ta launch vchiclc and a 3.67mctcr aperture Submillimcter lmagcr and Line Survey
(SM1l.S), to fit inside an Atlas shroud.(’ ) lhcsc
a]tcrnatc missions were to fit into a “moderate
mission” category. Within a year the “moderate” Iinc
had been rcduccd to an “intermediate mission”
category limited to a Delta-class launch vchiclc, at
which point the mission was renamed the
Submillimctcr Intcrmcdiatc Mission (SMIM), shown
in Figure 4. This mission was selected by the ncw
Ilccadc Committee @ahcall Committee) as the next
astrophysics mission after SIRTF.
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Figure 5. Far Infrared and Submillimctre
Space Telescope

Figure 4. Submillimcter Intcrrnediate Mission
. About the same time that NASA was conducting
contractor studies of LDR, a Far Infrared and
Submillimctrc Space Telcscopc (FIRST) was being
proposed in Europe. This mission, to bc launched on
an Arianc, had a deployable 8-meter aperture and had
many of the same goals as I.DR.(s) In 1989 FIRST
was acccptcd as onc of the cornerstone missions of
the I lorizon 2000 program that defined ESA’S goals
for the rest of the century, At that time the mission
costs were capped at 400 MAU (1 984). The initial
FIRST configuration is shown in Figure 5. In 1990
evaluation of the FIRST costs showed that the
mission would cxcecd the cost cap and it was
dcscopcd to a 4 .S-meter, non-deployed aperture (the
maximum diameter possible inside an Arianc V
shroud).(o

The International Astrophysical Union held a
Colloquium a I,icge, Ilclgium in July, 1990 on “Fron~
Ground-Based to ‘Space-13ased Sub-mm Astronomy”.
At this colloquium Tom Phillips, chair of the NASA
Submillimctcr Scicncc Working Group and Reinhard
Gcnzcl, chair of the FIRST Science Advisory Group,
proposed that NASA and ESA collaborate on a single
mission. This concept was strongly supported at the
colloquium and among the other members of the
submillimcter astronomy community to which it was
distributed (around 200 scientists). At that time,
NASA showed some interest in a collaboration but
ESA appeared more interested in a !&rropcan mission.
Both agencies continued technology development
efforts and mission studies to improve the mission
definition. By 1992 IH3A had to further dcscopc
FIRST to a 3-n~etcr aperture to rcducc costs.(7) l:vcn
at that size, it appeared that it would bc difficult to
meet the cost cap. At the same time, it was apparent
that funds would not bc available fc,r a SMIM ncw
start before the turn of the century. At that point lLSA
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rrskcd NASA if they were still intcrcstcd in a
collaborative mission. In 1993 NASA and MSA
agreed to interactions bctwccn ]~IRS~’ and SMIM at
both the science and mission lCVCIS to investigate
collaboration options. NASA provided ESA with a
series of possible contributions to FIRST. These
included increasing the aperture to 4 .S-meters and
providing panels for the telcscopc, providing a
cryostat, moving the mission to a heliocentric orbit
with IXSN tracking and data acquisition support, and
providing the hcterodyne instrument. ESA was
interested in a commitment from NASA to
participation in FIRST, but NASA was not able to
identify a funding wedge to support the mission on
the schcdulc planned by ESA. I.ater in 1993 }?SA
selcctcd Rosetta as the third and FIRST as the fourth
cornerstone mission, delaying initiation of FIRST for
three years. This schedule offers a better chance of a
budget wedge for support of FIRST, but NASA is
still not in a position to make a commitment.
11. TcchnoloEv Ilcvelopti
S1S 1 lctcrodvnc Receivers
The important figure of merit for a hetcrodyne
rcccivcr systcm is the receiver noise temperature. The
lower the noise temperature, the more sensitive the
rcccivcr. The lowest noise tcmpcraturc achievable is
determined by quantum fluctuations. This limit,
known as the quantum limit, corresponds to an
equivalent noise temperature of
T = hv/k

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant, v is the frequency, and
k is Boltzmann’s constant. The emphasis for the
astrophysics applications is to produce components
that will result in receivers with performance beitcr
than 10 times the qurmtum limit. At the initiation of
NASA’s sensors program performance between 5 and
10 times the quantum limit had been achicvcd for
frequencies up to about 200 GHz. Progress with
niobium (Nb) S1S tunnel junction mixers is shown in
Figure 6, In 1994 the FIRST requirement of 20 hv/?i
has been achieved up to 750 GHz. The remaining
challenge is to extend this performance to 1.2 THz
for the S1S reccivcrs. Several approaches arc under
investigation at the current time, including the use of
niobium nitride@JbN) mixers, which have a higher
gap frequency than Nb, use of improved circuits, and
Nb hot electron bolometcrs, which do not demonstrate
a frequency dependence in noise tcmpcraturc.
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Figure 6. S1S Mixer Pcrformancc as developed by
NASA’s Submillimctcr Sensor Program, October 1994
The other goal of the sensors program are to
develop planar varactor multipliers in the 400 to 1200
Gl{z range. These multipliers have been demonstrated
up to above 300 GIIz with sufficient power to drive
S1S mixers. The alternative whisker contacted
multipliers have been demonstrated to 800 GHz, but
the usc of planar devices will significantly reduce
both risk and cost for the local oscillator systems,
I.i~htwei~ht Optics
Similar progress has been made in producing
lightweight optics for use in the submillirneter. The
goal of the optics program is to produce a primary
reflector with an arcal density of <10 kg/n~2. The
backup structure should weigh no more than the
primary reflector. The material selected for the
primary reflector was initially graphite-epoxy with a
face sheet, a composite honeycomb core, and a
backing sheet. A composite support structure was also
baselined. More recent efforts have used graphitecyanate for the reflector and core to reduce
microcracking and moisture absorption, Current mass
values for a segmented reflector are -7 kg/n~2 for the
reflector surface and for the support structure. Some
reduction in the support structure mass may bc
possible if a monolith is used instead of a scgmcntcd
reflector,
10 bc diffraction limited, the total surface figure
of the systcm should bc on the order of 1/1 O of the
minimum wavelength to bc observed. For the
submillimctcr this requires a total surface figure of
lCSS than 10 pm,
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Given the other errors in the overall optical systcm,
the RMS surface accuracy of a scgmcntcd primary
reflector should bc ~3 pm. Dascd on the initial goal
of a 10 - 20 meter rcftcctor, the optics program
concentrated on a segmented primary consisting of 1meter panels. (The requirement for a monolithic
primary would bc an RMS surface accuracy of about
4 pm.) Figure 7 shows the progress that has been
made in producing smooth panels since the inception
of the optics program.
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Stirling-cycle refrigerators (8 active and 5 redundant)
with Joule-Thonlson (J-T) stages to achicvc 4 K. SubKclvin tcmpcratu~cs for bolomctcrs would bc the
rcsponsibi]ity of the payload. The primary aperture
diameter is 3 meters as mentioned above. The
baseline FIRST configuration is shown in ~igurc 8.
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Figure 7. Composite Panel Manufacturing Precision
HI. Current Status
At the present time both ESA and NASA are
working toward a collaborative mission. The details
of just what the collaboration will bc, the schedule for
commitment, and how the viewing time will bc
shared are not yet determined. The major effort now
is to look at the possible NASA contributions to the
mission and sec if they both rcducc the costs to ESA
sufficiently and if they can result in a better mission
than either agency could stage independently.
Current FIRST 13asclinc
The FIRST mission is planned for a 24-hour
elliptical Earth orbit, 1000 x 70 500 km, with viewing
taking place above 40000 km. The initial estimate of
the required superfluid helium cryostat for FIRST was
3200 liters. Concern over the size and mass of the
cryostat (ESA projects include launch vchiclc costs as
part of project costs) lcd to a ncw baseline utilizing
mechanical refrigerators. ‘fhc baseline is for 13

The large solar array is required to provide 860 W at
end-of-life to the mechanical refri~:erators in addition
to the other power requirements o~ the spacecraft.
Data return is planned for real-time during the
approximately 17 hours/day that the spa cccra ft is
above 40000 km. The instruments complement
consists of a multi frequency heterodyne instrument
covering the frequency range from 490 to 1130 GI Iz
and a direct detection instrument performing
spectroscopy from 90 to 300 pm and photometry
from 90 to 900 pm.
Potential Collaboration Op&nI
The FIRST mission currently has a funding
problcm of on the order of $ 100M. ESA has told the
project that it shouldn’t descopc the mission any
further, so it is looking for a partner to offset some of
the mission costs. ESA accounting is somewhat
different than NASA’S. While the project pays for the
launch vchiclc, unlike NASA it dots not provide the
scientific payload. ‘I’hat is done by national space
agcncics. Thus, providing the hctcrodync instrument
does not reduce E-3A’s project cost. At the same time,
any incrcasc in spacecraft mass increases the launch
costs to thcm. ESA has suggested that two areas
where collaboration could bc considered would bc
the tclcscopc and the solar array, These areas would
minimize intcrfacc problems while allowing LNA to
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distribute their por[ion of the costs among their
member states, The scicncc community that has been
involved with the NASA submillimctcr planning
would also like to cnhancc the mission, by increasing
viewing time and aperture area. The specific
approaches to collaboration that have been under
study arc described below.
‘1’clcscopc. The United States is in a very strong
position in composite tclcscopc technology. A major
effort has been made under the Precision Scgmcntcd
Reflector (PSR) program to develop methods of
producing composite panels that demonstrate good
surface, thermal, and lifetime properties. The panels
produced have undergone tes[ing down to 150 K and
show cxccllcnt thermal stability. Microcracking has
been significantly rcduccd by replacing epoxies with
cyanatcs, which also reduces the moisture absorption
of the material. Thermal studies have indicated that
tcmpcraturc uncertainties and variations in orbit do
not cause significant figure variations.
The major questions remaining have to do with
the size of the telescope and selection of a monolith
or a segmented rctlector. The current baseline for
FIRST is for a 3-meter monolith that dots not meet
the goal for diffraction limited viewing at the shortest
wavelengths. The submillimcter science community
in the United States would like a 4-n~cter tclcscopc
that is diffraction limited. Studies are underway to

I

dctcrminc whether a 4-meter monolith with the
required surface smoothness is possible or if a
scgmcntcd approach would bc better. The NASA
contribution could consist of the entire tclcscopc
assembly, including the sunshade and star trackers,
Mission l>csism. FIRST has sclcctcd the 24-hour
elliptical orbit as the baseline trajectory. The
advantages of this orbit are reasonable energy
rcquircmcnts for transfer from a geosynchronous
transfer orbit, a relatively long viewing period (above
the Van Allen belts) in each orbit, short
communication range for data acquisition, and a
reasonably stable ground track to simplify tracking.
Negative factors the radiation environment traversed
twice each day, the thermal variation around the orbit,
solar occultations, and the need to avoid earth and
lunar radiation on the tclcscopc.
Alternative orbits were investigated for the earlier
SMIM studies, concentrating on a heliocentric orbit
that would just lead or lag the Earth;s orbit-at 1 au.
This orbit recedes from the Earth at a rate of about
0.1 au. pcr year. For FIRST, a halo orbit around the
I.l libration point of the Sun-Earth systcm would
provide all of the advantages of the heliocentric orbit
without the long communication ranges of the lead or
lag orbit. A typical halo orbit is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. halo Orbit Around I.z
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This orbit requires very little station-keeping
propcllrmt and provides a stable thermal environment
while avoiding the high-radiation levels of the Van
Allen belts. Viewing time is available 24 hoursfday.
Studies for SIRTF have shown that very low
tcmpcraturcs can bc achieved in either the I,z or
heliocentric orbits. By proper shielding and the usc of
passive radiators on the anti-Sun side, temperatures of
60-80 K arc readily achievable. While high spatial
resolution is more important that reflector tcmpcraturc
in the submillimctcr, as opposed to the infrared, a
colder tclcscopc contributes less background radiation
to the direct detection instruments.
Mission Operations. If the I,z halo orbit is used
for FIRST, the real-time data acquisition baseline is
no longer viable. The Iongcr communication range
requires the usc a medium-gain antenna on the
spacecraft and larger receiving antennas. NASA could
provide support with the DSN 34-meter network
which would bc adequate for high-rate data
acquisition. On-board solid-state data recorders would
bc used and the data dumped to Earth once a day,
probably over the Madrid DSN station.
Cooling Svstcm. The baseline FIRST cooling
systcm consists of 8 active coolers and 5 redundant
coolers. The payload module is enclosed by a shield
that is passively cooled to 150 K (some additional
cooling is provided by the intermediate stage of twostagc 20-50 K Stirling cycle coolers). Three singlcslagc Stirling cycle 50-80 K coolers cool an inner
shield to 65 K. Two of these arc active and onc
redundant. Each instrument is then enclosed in a 20 K
box, each cooled by 3 of the 20-50 K coolers (2
active and onc redundant for each instrument box).
Finally, each instrument is cooled by two (one active
and one redundant) 4 K coolers consisting of 20 50 K two-stage Stirling cycle precoolcrs and a closed
Joule-Thomson cooler.
An analysis has been performed to optimize the
cooling system on FIRST(*). Several clcmcnts go into
simplifying the systcm and improving its
performance. First, using the 1.2 halo orbit would
allow eliminating the three 50 - 80 K coolers since
the desired tcmpcraturc could bc obtained passively.
Second, a tcchniquc has been developed to usc a heat
interceptor increase, the capacity of the 2050 K coolers by a factor of 2, using the 65 K shield
as a heat sink, This would reduce the number of

operating coolers by two (one for each instrument).
Finally, usc a 10 K hydrogen sorption cooler in place
of the Stirling cooler as a precoolcr for the Joulc‘1’homson incrcascs its efficiency by a factor of thre.c
duc to the lower tcmpcraturc achievable (8 -10 K vs.
17 K). Thus onc hydrogen sorption cooler can cool
the Joule-Thonlson coolers for both instruments,
eliminating onc active and onc redundant Stirling
cooler,
An additional advantage of the hydrogen sorption
cooler is its lack of moving parts. The 4 K prccoolcr
must bc located very C1 OSC to the irlstruments to
rcducc parasitic heat loads. A potential problem exists
for the bolorncters used in the direct detection
instrument duc to vibration of the Stirling cycle
coolers, The S1S instrument may bc sensitive to the
cyclic magnetic field produced by the Stirling
compressor. Neither of these effects are present with a
hydrogen sorption cooler.
Thirteen cooler arc reduced to 6 of which 3 arc
active. The effect of the improved cooling system
also significantly reduces the power requirements on
the spacecraft. As a result. the additional t-xotwlsion
mass nccdcd to reach the 1., halo orbit is more than
offset bv savinm in the coolin~ and power
subsystems.
S1S Hctcrodvne Instrument. Perhaps the greatest
advantage for the United States of collaborating with
INA on FIRST will bc the opportunity to lead in the
provision of the hetcrodyne instrument, The
Submillimcter Sensors program funded by NASA has
placed the United States in the forefront in this field.
lhc current concept is to collaborate with the leading
European hcterodync instrument developers under U.
S. leadership. This would provide an significant role
in the core scicncc program for the mission and open
the door to the entire submillimctcr community in the
United States to participate in the larger pccrrcvicwed program.
Other Elements. ESA has expressed interest in
NASA providing the solar array for FIRST. Such a
collaboration has the advantage of minimum
interfaces with the ESA-supplied spacecraft. It is also
possible that bolometcrs for the far infrared direct
detection instrument would be obtained from the
United States by the national space agency that
provides that instrument.
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IV. Summary
NASA has seriously considered a submillimctcr
mission. This is a region of the clcctromagnctic
spectrum that is largely closed to us on Iiarth. lhcrc
is much to bc learned about our universe. Butj the
cost is large. In today’s environment there is just not
the money to do what wc would like to do. The best
cost dctcrmincd for a one-year mission, with a 2.5mctcr tclcscopc, was about $400M, 13y collaboration
there is an opportunity for a much.better mission,
with up to six years and a 4-meter class tclcscopc.
This is possible bccausc IRA has committed to a
major mission and wants our help. Our best estimate

is that the cost to NASA would bc lCSS than $ 150M
for a truly world-class mission, ‘l’his meets the goals
of more scicncc for lCSS money and cooperation with
our space-faring friends. HSA is moving on a
schcdulc that rclcascs an Announcement of
Opportunity for the scientific instruments in 1997.
Selection would occur by the cnd of that year. It is
planned to demonstrate the tcchno]ogics required for
the mission by the cnd of 1998. The tentative
schcdulc for FIRST is shown in Figure 10. This is an
opportunity for the United States to carry out the high
priority goals stated in both the Field and Bahcall
reports with a much rcduccd investment.
.,
,.

Figure 10. lcntativc FIRST Schcdulc
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